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kaboodle 
lifetime 
advantage

While the look and style of your new 
kitchen is incredibly important to both 
you and us, we take quality and structure 
very seriously too. This starts with what’s 
underneath the doors and benchtops. 

We know that you’ll love your new 
kaboodle kitchen today, tomorrow and 
long into the future, because we’ve built 
our cabinets to last. Our cabinets are built 
to withstand the heaviest appliances, as 
well as pot and plate stacks. They’re solid 
on the sides, base and back so the way you 
install them is the way they’ll stay for life. 

We’ve got you covered with our kaboodle 
product warranty. It means that all cabinet 
frames come with a 10 year structural 
warranty, but this is extended to a lifetime 
warranty for the entire time you own and 
live in your home. That’s the kaboodle 
lifetime advantage.

Visit kaboodle.co.nz for full warranty terms.

kaboodle.co.nz 
0800 522 663 
info@kaboodle.co.nz

your kitchen,
your way,
for less
With kaboodle, you can create a stylish, great quality 
kitchen that won’t blow the budget.

There’s a huge range of colours, materials and finishes 
available in kaboodle’s DIY friendly range, so you’ll be 
sure to find a look you love! 

You can design your new kaboodle kitchen online, and 
install some, or all of it, yourself to save heaps. Or, book a 
design consultation with a Bunnings Kitchen Expert and 
they’ll organise it all for you, they can even help you find 
an installer. 

And through our customisable range, you can order 
selected products to an exact width to fill your space 
perfectly. It’s like getting a custom kitchen without the 
hefty price tag. 

If you need any more support, get in touch with our 
friendly customer service team.
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Track your project start to  
finish with the mykaboodle 
project management portal, visit 
kaboodle.co.nz to get started.

thinking about 
renovating?
kaboodle it!

dream it

design it

get it

install it

enjoy it

Complete our style quiz, 
gather inspiration and create 
bespoke moodboards of the 
dream finishes you love.

Fast-track your kitchen design 
using one of our real-life 
presets, or create your own 
design from scratch using the 
3D kaboodle planner.

Shop the kaboodle range at 
Bunnings, book a consultation 
and record your delivery date.

Bring your design to life with 
handy removal and installation 
advice and use our trade tracker 
to manage your contractors.

Access extra styling advice, 
share your project with others 
and rate your experience.
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At kaboodle, we are always looking for 
ways to bring the best in innovation, value 
and quality to Kiwi homes. Using state-of-
the-art machinery, our factory in Onehunga, 
Auckland manufactures all of our made to 
order products.

local 
manufacturing

We’re proud to be one of a small number of manufacturers 
who have had selected cabinets tested and certified to 
the stringent requirements of the Australasian Furnishing 
Research and Development Institute (AFRDI).

AFRDI testing includes rigorous tests and assessment 
on construction, durability, safety, strength and choice  
of components used in domestic kitchens and are based 
on the Australian/New Zealand Standard AS/NZS 4386.1.

tested, tested and re-tested

note: Selected cabinets using standard 
hardware have been tested to meet the 
AFRDI tick. Please contact our customer 
service hotline on 0800 522 663 for more 
information.

We recommend when researching 
and buying your new kitchen to look 
for the AFRDI tick.

cabinet frames tested  
for strength and durability

35kg of weight is placed on 
top of the shelf to test for 
bowing

16mm solid backs

adjustable feet 
for easy levelling

100kg of weight is applied to the base of the 
cabinet to test for strength and durability

to test shelf supports, 30kg 
of weight is placed on the shelf, 
while a 1.7kg steel bar is tipped 
over close to the shelf supports 
to make sure they don’t break 
or dislodge

doors are opened and closed 
40,000 times to test for wear 
and fatigue 



kitchen

renovation guide

Everything you 
need to know to 
renovate your 
kitchen!

before

dream it take the first steps
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See what kitchens are out there and find out what style 
speaks to you. Check out the kaboodle inspiration gallery 
on our website, visit our kitchen displays at Bunnings 
and stay up to date with our kitchen design trends on 
Instagram, Facebook, Pinterest, YouTube and TikTok.

When taking on a new project, a great way to start is 
to identify your personal style. Your style should reflect 
your personality and encompass the feeling you want to 
evoke in your home. By finding your style upfront, the 
whole renovation process becomes much simpler. The 
kaboodle range of quality and stylish products caters to 
all the major design styles, modern, industrial, farmhouse, 
coastal and scandi.

Visit kaboodle.co.nz to take the mykaboodle style quiz 
and kickstart your renovation today!

get inspired

find your style

need some 
more help?
Download our kitchen renovation guide - it tells you 
everything you need to know to renovate your kitchen! 
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Kaboodle has a range of quality products available to 
take home today, or for quick delivery from Bunnings 
in multiple colours, styles and finishes. Straight off the 
shelf, perfect for a quick kitchen upgrade!

off the shelf convenience
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vanilla cream
benchtops

five spice
doors & panels

Light, contemporary and generous, 
this kitchen ticks all the boxes! The 
soft, neutral five spice doors and 
panels pair beautifully with the 
dreamy stone look vanilla cream 
benchtops, both available off the 
shelf at Bunnings.

get the look today

pasto 
handles
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nougat truffle
doors & panels

hevea
benchtops

olive grove
doors & panels

Incorporate the perfect mix of 
scandi and industrial design with 
warming timber accents, neutral 
cabinetry and exposed brick.  
This combination of real timber 
hevea benchtops, gorgeous olive 
grove and versatile nougat truffle 
doors and panels is a match made 
in heaven.

get the rustic look

plaza  
handles

9
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salty oak
doors & panels

biancoccino
benchtops

feta whip v
doors & panels

Add visual interest to your design 
with a blend of complimentary 
materials, finishes and textures to 
achieve a layered, cohesive kitchen. 
Pairing the soft touch matt feta 
whip v and textured woodgrain 
salty oak is a great way to create a 
timeless yet distinctive look.

get the scandi look

plaza  
handles
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macaroon
doors & panels

santolina
benchtops

danish blue
doors & panels

Incorporating a two-tone colour 
palette allows you to create a 
space that is neutral while also 
injecting a pop of colour. Our 
danish blue doors and panels 
pair perfectly with our matt black 
cali handles and grey santolina 
stone-look benchtops, to create a 
contemporary seaside aesthetic.

get the coastal look

cali 
handles
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macaroon
doors & panels

biancoccino
benchtops

olive grove
doors & panels

Create a timeless and versatile 
colour scheme in your home 
with the earthy tones of olive 
grove. Add a hint of luxe with 
the distinguished grey veins 
and marble-look features of 
biancoccino to complete the look.

get the modern look

cali 
handles
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calcutta gloss 
benchtops

plaza  
handles

Create a space full of contemporary 
luxury with the timeless colour 
palette of our moody poppy seed 
doors and panels paired with our 
stone-look calcutta grey benchtops.

steel frame shelves  
matt black

get the 
contemporary look

poppy seed
doors & panels
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hevea
benchtops

macaroon
doors & panels

If you’re after a look that will 
stand the test of time, look 
no further than the classic 
combination of white doors and 
panels with timber benchtops. 
Choose from our range of natural 
timber or timber-look laminates, 
and pair with our alpine profile for 
a modern, Scandi look that’s sure 
to please.

get the classic look

cali
handles

mushroom
doorknobs
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hickory maple
benchtops

kaleo
doors & panels

Create a designer country style 
kitchen with our kaleo doors and 
panels. This soft neutral green 
with a slight grey tone creates an 
inviting aesthetic, complemented 
by our timber-look hickory maple 
benchtops.

cup
handles

get the  
farmhouse look

mushroom
doorknobs
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anti-fingerprint 
technology

molasses 
benchtops

molasses v 
doors & panels

You can achieve an industrial 
aesthetic with the dark tones of 
our matching molasses doors and 
benchtops. With anti-fingerprint 
technology and a soft touch matt 
finish, this deep, rich black pairs 
perfectly with matt black handles 
and steel frame shelves for a 
stylish design solution.

get the  
industrial look

plaza  
handles
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Did you know you can use kaboodle products 
in the rest of your home? Our range of 
cabinets, doors and benchtops can be used in 
a laundry, study, scullery, wardrobe and more… 
just about every room in the house! 

Check out kaboodle’s renovation resources 
page to help you create a cohesive look and 
feel throughout your home.

kaboodle for 
every room

sea salt
doors & panels

hevea
benchtops

hazelnut
benchtops

feta whip v 
doors & panels

study nook

timber 
tones

living & dining

moss 
moment

bolivar
handles

hazelnut v 
doors & panels
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nougat truffle
doors & panels

hazelnut
benchtops

plaza
handles

licorice twist
doors & panels

smoked oak
benchtops

laundry

modern 
mood

wardrobe

scandi 
crush
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3

3

3

4

4

floor to the ceiling/bulkhead

floor to window height

any wall lengths, e.g. wall to wall, wall to window

waste service points: wall waste pipe (WWP)  
to floor, OR floor waste pipe (FWP) to wall

height from floor to incoming water source  
(usually located inside your sink cabinet)

mark all windows with a ‘W’  
(measure to the outside of the architrave)

mark all doorways with a ‘D’ or ‘SD’  
(measure to the outside of the architrave)

mark the location of any service points like  
light switches, powerpoints and gas

start by measuring your kitchen accurately, 
remembering to measure and mark the following:

create your 
new space

Let’s make your dream a reality. 
The first step is understanding the 
area you have to work with, so you 
know how much you can fit in.

For more handy tips and recommendations, grab a copy of the kaboodle kitchen renovation guide. Scan the QR code on page 
5 to download yours today.
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An island in this format 
is most suited to larger, 
more spacious kitchens. 
Additional cabinets and 
benchtop workspaces 
also makes this kitchen 
family friendly and an 
entertainers paradise. 

L-shape  
island kitchen

U-shape kitchen

The U-shape is most 
commonly suited to 
larger kitchen spaces 
and is the perfect 
layout for families who 
spend lots of time in 
the kitchen.

The galley kitchen is 
a functional kitchen 
design that allows you 
to reach all areas of the 
kitchen with minimal 
walking distance. 
A galley kitchen is 
contemporary and the 
choice of many chefs.

galley kitchen

working triangle

This is the distance 
between your cooktop, 
fridge and sink. The most 
effective workspaces 
allow 1200mm between 
each of these stations to 
minimise movement in 
the kitchen. 

L-shape kitchen

The L-shape kitchen suits 
open plan living areas, 
smaller areas and long 
rooms. It also enables 
you to move freely 
between the various 
areas within the kitchen 
and gives you ample 
benchtop working space.

straight line  
kitchen

There are five main layout options for a functional kitchen. 
Remember to leave enough space in between benchtops to 
allow for opening cabinet doors and traffic in the kitchen. 
Wherever possible, try to incorporate the working triangle.

choose  
your layout



design it bring your vision to life
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Check out our 3D kitchen planner! This software allows you 
to visualise your dream kitchen in 3D before you build it in 
real life. With the click of a button, you can explore different 
colour combinations and layouts to find your kitchen style. 
Visit planner.kaboodle.co.nz to get started.

design your 
kitchen in 3D

get a head start with quick quote

create a new 3D project

• use the quick quote option for a step-by-step process

• choose from pre-determined, popular layouts and designs 

• uncover a cost estimate within minutes

• if you’ve got a bit more time, you can design your own  
kitchen from scratch for complete customisation

• easy to use with helpful assistant pop-ups

• customise to your heart’s content

When it comes 
to designing your 
kitchen online, you 
have two options:

Once you’ve completed your kitchen design, you can download your item list and plan elevations, then share with 
your Bunnings Team Member before ordering your new kitchen, or even pick it yourself - straight off the shelf, easy!

Book a kitchen design consultation with a Bunnings 
Kitchen Expert. Consultations can be held in-store or 
at home in selected areas, and are a fantastic way to 
get the perfect result for you and your home!

Your Bunnings Kitchen Expert will talk you through the 
entire process step-by-step, helping you create a design 
that’s not only functional, but also suits your space.

Visit the kaboodle website to book a design 
consultation today.

looking for some expert guidance?
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why choose customisable widths

• maximise your storage space by reducing the need for filler panels

• reduce visible joins by ordering large panels - perfect for island benches

• create a designer-look kitchen for a fraction of the cost

• available across selected base, wall, slimline, pantry and medium wall cabinets

• available in all door colours in our modern profile

base cabinets 
available in modular or 
customisable widths

medium wall cabinet 
available in 600mm or 
customisable widths

open wall shelf  
available in customisable 
widths only

deep open medium wall shelf  
available in customisable widths only

pantry cabinet 
available in modular or 
customisable widths

get the perfect fit with  
kaboodle’s customisable range
We’ve come up with a way for you to get the most out of your space by using 
customisable widths. We can modify the widths of selected cabinets, doors 
and panels, and benchtops to ensure an exact fit, without the cost of a fully 
custom kitchen.

Use modular products to fill the majority of your kitchen, then order 
customisable cabinets and doors to the exact width needed to fit the 
remaining space perfectly.

exact 
widths
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height: 720mm  
depth: 560mm

modular widths:  
450mm (4 drawers),  
600mm (3 drawers),  
900mm (3 drawers)

drawer cabinets

height: 290mm  
depth: 560mm

modular width:  
600mm (1 drawer)

600 drawer 
cabinet

72
0

m
m

560mm

900mm900mm

560mm

72
0

m
m

800mm900mm

corner  
base cabinet
height: 720mm  
depth: 560mm

modular widths:  
900mm x 900mm

note: all drawer cabinets are 
available with either metal 
sided drawers or timber 
drawers. Metal sided drawers 
are double walled and come 
with soft close hardware. 

72
0

m
m

560mm

modular

metal sided drawers 
featured above

29
0

m
m

560mm

600mm

timber drawers 
featured above

corner  
base cabinet
height: 720mm  
depth: 560mm

modular widths:  
900mm x 800mm

wastebin cabinet 
with drawer
height: 720mm  
depth: 560mm

modular width:  
400mm

note: designed to be 
used in conjunction 
with the 2 x 16L bin

72
0

m
m

560mm

400mm

blind corner  
base cabinet
height: 720mm  
depth: 560mm

modular width:  
984mm blind corner

height: 720mm  
depth: 560mm

modular widths:  
150mm, 300mm, 400mm, 
450mm, 600mm, 800mm, 
900mm

150mm x 320mm (d) wine rack

customisable widths:  
between 200mm – 899mm

customisable 
widths

base cabinets

72
0

m
m

560mm

modular 
or CTM

72
0

m
m

560mm

984mm

cabinet range
All of our cabinets have been designed with a 
specific purpose in mind, with selected cabinets 
available in customisable widths.

keep in mind: Hinges and runners are sold separately, so you can 
choose the best system for your needs. Kickboards are 145mm 
high, remember to factor these in to your kitchen measurements.

You can’t kaboodle a kitchen without cabinets.  
All our base cabinets feature 16mm solid backs, 
adjustable legs for easy levelling and an adjustable shelf 
with shelf supports to meet all your storage needs.

base cabinets

blind corner space requirements and door size guide

door size blind panel 
width

space 
required

cabinet 
width

void^ 

400mm 600mm 1000mm* 984mm 16mm

450mm 600mm 1050mm 984mm 66mm

600mm 600mm 1200mm 984mm 216mm

*denotes minimum space required

^void in-between cabinet and wall
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72
0

m
m

300mm

modular 
or CTM

72
0

m
m

400mm

modular 
or CTM

medium wall 
cabinet
height: 550mm  
depth: 400mm

modular width:  
600mm

customisable widths:  
between 200mm – 899mm

55
0

m
m

400mm

modular or CTM

36
0

m
m

300mm

modular corner 
wall cabinet
height: 720mm  
depth: 300mm

modular width:  
600mm x 600mm

deep corner 
wall cabinet
height: 720mm  
depth: 400mm

modular width:  
700mm x 700mm

72
0

m
m

300mm

600mm600mm

72
0

m
m

400mm

700mm700mm

modular or CTM

36
0

m
m

450mm note: only widths 900mm 
and above come with 
central vertical divider

wall cabinets
height: 720mm  
depth: 300mm

modular widths:  
150mm, 300mm, 400mm, 
450mm, 600mm, 800mm, 
900mm

150mm x 320mm (d) wine rack

customisable widths:  
between 200mm – 899mm

customisable 
widths

deep wall cabinets
height: 720mm  
depth: 400mm

modular widths:  
150mm, 300mm, 400mm, 
450mm, 600mm, 800mm, 
900mm

customisable widths:  
between 200mm – 899mm

customisable 
widths

slimline 
wall cabinets
height: 360mm  
depth: 300mm

modular widths:  
600mm, 800mm, 900mm

Designed for flap door use

overhead cabinet
height: 360mm  
depth: 450mm

modular widths:  
750mm, 950mm

customisable widths:  
between 600mm – 949mm

Ideal for use above fridges, designed 
for use with two hinged doors

customisable 
widths

Like base cabinets, these are supplied with 
an adjustable shelf and shelf supports. Our 
wall cabinets also match the varying widths 
of base cabinet frames for a perfectly 
symmetrical look every time.

wall cabinets

new

new

customisable 
widths
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13
35

m
m

modular or CTM
580

height: 1297mm  
depth: 300mm

modular widths:  
600mm, 900mm

onbench 
pantry

note: 600mm 
comes with 
bi-fold doors, 
L/H or R/H 
configuration. 
900mm comes 
with hinged door 
and bi-fold pair 
in L/H or R/H 
configuration

12
9

7m
m

300mm

modular

height: 2200mm  
depth: 566mm

modular widths:  
980mm x 980mm

corner
pantry

20
55

m
m

modular 
or CTM580mm

22
0

0
m

m

modular 
or CTM580mm

20
55

m
m

1000mm
580mm

22
0

0
m

m

1000mm
580mm

height: 2055mm  
depth: 580mm

modular width:  
1000mm blind 
corner pantry

blind corner 
pantry

note: The total 
space required for 
the blind corner 
pantry is 1250mm. 
600mm blind 
corner panel sold 
separately. Door 
can be placed left 
or right hand side.

height: 2200mm  
depth: 580mm

modular width:  
1000mm blind 
corner pantry

tall blind 
corner 
pantry

note: The total 
space required 
for the tall blind 
corner pantry is 
1250mm. 650mm 
blind corner panel 
sold separately. 
Door can be 
placed left or 
right hand side.

The perfect solution for all vertical and 
compact storage needs! Our pantries are 
available in different sizes and functions to 
suit any kitchen space.

pantry cabinets

height: 2055mm  
depth: 580mm

modular widths:  
450mm, 600mm, 
900mm

customisable 
widths:  
between  
300mm – 899mm

pantry 
cabinets

customisable 
widths

height: 2200mm  
depth: 580mm

modular widths:  
450mm, 600mm, 
900mm

customisable 
widths:  
between  
300mm – 899mm

tall pantry 
cabinets

customisable 
widths

newnew

22
0

0
m

m

566mm

980mm980mm

medium 
pantry
height: 1335mm  
depth: 580mm

modular widths:  
450mm, 600mm

customisable 
widths:  
between  
300mm - 599mm

customisable 
widths
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medium pantry 
on base cabinet

height: 2055mm  
depth: 580mm

modular widths:  
450mm, 600mm

customisable widths:  
between  
300mm - 599mm

available for medium 
pantry and base cabinet 
combination only

height: 2055mm  
depth: 580mm

modular width:  
450mm

450mm  
medium pantry  
on 450mm  
4 drawer  
base cabinet

height: 2055mm  
depth: 580mm

modular width:  
600mm

600mm  
medium pantry  
on 600mm  
3 drawer  
base cabinet

height: 2055mm  
depth: 580mm

modular width:  
900mm

2 x 450mm  
medium pantries  
on 900mm  
3 drawer  
base cabinet

cabinet combinations
Our cabinets are so versatile that they can be used 
together in different combinations. Our medium pantry 
can be combined with a number of base or drawer 
cabinets as shown below. Choose the ultimate storage 
option to suit your needs.

13
35

m
m

72
0

m
m

580mm

modular or CTM

13
35

m
m

72
0

m
m

580mm

600mm

13
35

m
m

72
0

m
m

580mm

900mm

13
35

m
m

72
0

m
m

450mm

580mm

customisable 
widths
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height: 720mm  
depth: 560mm

modular widths:  
600mm, 900mm

underbench  
oven cabinets

72
0

m
m

560mm

modular

microwave box for under bench

a 1 x microwave box in your choice of colour

B 1 x 600mm 1 drawer cabinet 

a

b

rangehood clearance: 
The minimum clearance to the underside 
of the rangehood is 650mm from the top 
of the trivet for gas cooktops and 600mm 
for electric cooktops, or the appliance 
specification, whichever is greater.

For undermount rangehoods, we 
recommend using a medium wall cabinet, or 
a deep wall cabinet in 600mm or 900mm.

Be sure to check your appliance 
specifications before completing your design.

slideout rangehood cabinets

appliance cabinet combinations

Our purpose built appliance cabinets for 
ovens and rangehoods look great in any 
kitchen and work as a compact way of 
showcasing your appliances.

appliance cabinets

height: 600mm 
depth: 300mm

modular width:  
600mm

Recommended for 
electric cooktops.

slideout 
rangehood cabinet

6
0

0
m

m

300mm

600mm

height: 550mm 
depth: 300mm

modular widths:  
600mm, 900mm

Recommended for gas 
cooktops.

medium slideout 
rangehood cabinet

55
0

m
m

300mm

modular

height: 720mm 
depth: 494mm

modular width:  
600mm

microwave 
wall cabinets

72
0

m
m

600mm 494mm
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a 1 x oven tower pack

b 1 x microwave box

c 1 x 600mm slimline cabinet

d 1 x 600mm 1 drawer cabinet

e 2 x pantry end panels

a 1 x tall oven tower pack

b 1 x microwave box

c 1 x 600mm medium wall cabinet

d 1 x 600mm 1 drawer cabinet

e 2 x tall pantry end panels

oven tower and fridge cabinet

tall oven tower and fridge cabinet

oven tower for a  
600mm high oven

tall oven tower for a  
600mm high oven

oven tower for a  
890mm high oven

tall oven tower for a  
890mm high oven

a 1 x oven tower pack

b 1 x microwave box

c 1 x 600mm slimline cabinet

d 2 x 600mm 1 drawer cabinets

e 2 x pantry end panels

a 1 x tall oven tower pack

b 1 x microwave box

c 1 x 600mm medium wall cabinet

d 2 x 600mm 1 drawer cabinets

e 2 x tall pantry end panels

cabinet for a  
fridge

tall cabinet for a fridge

a either a 600, 800 or 900mm 
slimline cabinet or a 750 or 
950mm overhead cabinet (also 
available in customisable widths).

b 2 x pantry end panels

a either a 600, 800 or 900mm 
slimline cabinet or a 750 or 950mm 
overhead cabinet (also available in 
customisable widths) or a medium wall 
cabinet, depending on your fridge size.

b 2 x tall pantry end panels

a

b

be

c

b

a

e d

d

e

c

b

a

e

d

a

b

be

c

b

a

e
d

d

e

c

b

a

e

d

appliance cabinet combinations

new new new
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customisable 
open shelves
This functional and stylish design feature can 
seamlessly integrate with wall and slimline 
cabinets, adding more personality to a space.

Available in 15 premium melamine panel colours.

open wall shelf
deep open 
medium wall shelf

open slimline shelf microwave open shelf

height: 720mm  
depth: standard 320mm 
or deep 420mm

customisable widths:  
between 200mm – 899mm

height: 550mm  
depth: 420mm

customisable widths:  
between 200mm – 899mm

height: 360mm  
depth: slimline 320mm  
or deep slimline 420mm

customisable widths:  
between 200mm – 899mm

height: 360mm or 460mm  
depth: 460mm

customisable widths:  
between 400mm – 599mm

customisable 
widths

customisable 
widths

customisable 
widths

customisable 
widths

55
0

m
m

CTM

420mm

36
0

m
m

 o
r 

 
4

6
0

m
m

CTM

460mm

36
0

m
m

CTM

320mm or 
420mm

72
0

m
m

CTM

320mm or 
420mm

mostaza

edamame

walnut

tagine

wattleseed

grey spice

licorice twist

molasses v

white pepper

ghost ash

hazelnut v

feta whip v

sour cream

wild garlic

salty oak

new
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casco cup

finish: brushed nickel 
size: 64mm  
(centre size)

casco cup

finish: matt black 
size: 64mm  
(centre size)

plaza

finish: matt black 
size: 64, 96, 128mm,  
(centre size) 
350mm (full length)

plaza

finish: brass 
size: 64, 96, 128mm  
(centre size)

antique bow

finish: matt black 
size: 96mm  
(centre size)

antique bow

finish: brushed bronze 
size: 96mm  
(centre size)

plaza

finish: white 
size: 64, 96, 128mm,  
(centre size) 
350mm (full length)

bar

finish: brushed  
stainless steel 
size: 128, 192mm 
(centre size)

extrudo

finish: aluminium 
size: 120, 200, 300, 
500mm (full length)

extrudo

finish: matt black 
size: 120, 200, 300, 
500mm (full length)

bolivar

finish: matt black 
size: 96, 128, 160mm   
(centre size)

cali

finish: white 
size: 96, 128, 160, 192mm  
(centre size)

cali

finish: brushed nickel 
size: 96, 128, 160, 192mm  
(centre size)

cali

finish: matt black 
size: 96, 128, 160, 192mm  
(centre size)

discreet grip

finish: polished   
stainless steel 
size: 16, 160mm   
(centre size)

door  
and drawer 
handles

Measurements of handles are  
centre to centre, where you drill 
holes to attach them to your 
cabinet door or drawer panel. Be 
sure to check the full length of a 
handle to ensure it suits your needs.

classic bow

finish: nickel plated 
size: 96mm  
(centre size)
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t–pull

finish: brushed  
stainless steel 
size: 96, 128mm  
(centre size)

pasto

finish: brushed nickel 
size: 96, 128, 160mm  
(centre size)

pasto

finish: chrome 
size: 96, 128, 160mm  
(centre size)

pasto

finish: matt black 
size: 96, 128, 160mm  
(centre size)

pasto

finish: white 
size: 96, 128, 160mm  
(centre size)

salento

finish: worn gold 
size: 96, 160, 192mm  
(centre size)

salento

finish: matt black 
size: 96, 160, 192mm  
(centre size)

turbo handle

finish: brushed nickel 
size: 128mm  
(centre size)

turbo handle

finish: matt black 
size: 128mm  
(centre size)

vela

finish: brushed nickel 
size: 96, 128mm   
(centre size)

vela

finish: brushed  
amber gold 
size: 96, 128mm   
(centre size)

round bar

finish: brushed  
stainless steel 
size: 96, 128, 192mm   
(centre size)

choose the 
perfect 

accessory for 
your space

grip

finish: brushed nickel 
size: 16mm  
(diameter)

cabo handle

finish: brushed  
amber gold 
size: 96, 128mm   
(centre size)

cup

finish: brushed nickel 
size: 64mm  
(centre size)

door  
and drawer 
handles

Measurements of handles are  
centre to centre, where you drill 
holes to attach them to your 
cabinet door or drawer panel. Be 
sure to check the full length of a 
handle to ensure it suits your needs.
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cabo doorknob

finish: brushed nickel 
size: 30mm   
(centre size)

cabo doorknob

finish: brushed  
amber gold 
size: 30mm   
(centre size)

mushroom

finish: brushed nickel 
size: 27mm  
(diameter)

mushroom

finish: matt black 
size: 27mm  
(diameter)

iza

finish: brushed nickel 
size: 30mm   
(centre size)

iza

finish: matt black 
size: 30mm   
(centre size)

turbo doorknob

finish: brushed nickel 
size: 30mm   
(centre size)

turbo doorknob

finish: matt black 
size: 30mm   
(centre size)

cabo handle

finish: brushed nickel 
size: 96, 128mm   
(centre size)

cup

finish: matt black  
size: 64mm  
(centre size)
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Our cutlery tray inserts can be used in both timber 
and metal sided drawers. They can be mixed and 
matched to form the ideal combination of drawer 
storage suited to you.

kitchen storage 
accessories

cutlery insert

silicone sink rollmat  
heat resistant up to 180°C

knife insert

small utensil insert

standard cutlery insert

large utensil insert
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hinges and runners Our hinges and runners are sold separately so you’re free to 
choose the best system for your door and drawer needs.

push to open hardware
If you’re after a streamlined, minimalist look, you’ll 
love our push to open hardware which can be applied 
to most doors and drawers in the range.

timber drawers
Robust and economical, you can match these drawers 
with standard, soft close or push to open runners.

Our standard runners for doors and drawers are both 
reliable and durable. Plus, our standard hinges have 
been independently tested to keep performing for up 
to 40,000 hinge uses.

standard hardware

soft close hardware
These provide a smooth, silent closing motion to doors 
and drawers, eliminating that slamming sound forever.

note: Soft close hinges are not suitable for use with  
900 x 900mm corner cabinets and 900 x 800 corner cabinets.

Features a double wall design, which conceals the 
runners from view creating a cleaner look. Supplied 
with soft close hardware.

metal sided drawers

soft close

soft close
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slimline steel frame shelf 

height: 360mm (one tier)
depth: 320mm
widths: 600mm or 900mm

includes 2 melamine shelves

available in matt black and white

wall steel frame shelf 

height: 720mm (two tier)
depth: 320mm
widths: 600mm or 900mm

includes 3 melamine shelves 

available in matt black and white

traditional kitchen storage
Supplied in a complete six or eight piece set 
and provides off the bench storage adding 
extra functionality to your kitchen workplace.

modern hanging kitchen storage
Keep all your most regularly used kitchen utensils 
organised and within arm’s reach whilst keeping 
your kitchen workspace free of clutter!

It’s the small details that can make a big difference. 
Complete your kitchen with a range of additional 
hardware options for that perfect finishing touch.

steel frame shelving
Modern, decorative and practical. Steel frame shelves 
can seamlessly integrate with wall and slimline 
cabinets or be installed as a standalone feature.

hardware options

matt black
shelving available

white 
shelving available
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designer cabinet and benchtop legs
A great alternative to kickboards that can be used across a single 
cabinet, as a support for an island benchtop or the whole kitchen.

available in black or chrome

available in cylinder or rectangle design

cabinet guard
Purpose-built guard to secure over 
hinge plates to create a robust door 
attachment, reducing the likelihood 
of cabinet damage with misuse or 
over extension.

slimline door lift mechanism
• alternative option to our slimline cabinet 

hinge pack

• for use with our modular and customisable - 
slimline cabinets and doors

• easy to open and holds at any position

• hovering adjustment

 available in light and medium duty

corner catch
A must have accessory for busy 
kitchens with corner base or wall 
cabinets. Designed to prevent doors 
from sagging by helping to guide the 
door into a natural holding position.
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• 300mm (2x11L)
• 450mm (2x31L)
• includes door  
 mount hardware

• 900mm (15L+ 2x20L)

• 400mm or larger (1x15L)

• 450mm (2x38L)
• concealed runners  
 for premium look

in drawer bin

door mount swing bin

side mount pullout bin

side mount pullout bin

kitchen waste bin range
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• 400mm (20L+2X10L)
• multiple compartments  
 ideal for waste sorting

• 300mm (1x35L)
• 450mm (2x35L)

• 600mm (4x17L)
• multiple compartments   
 ideal for waste sorting

• 300mm (1x35L)
• 450mm (2x35L)

base mount pullout bin

base mount pullout 
laundry hamper

base mount pullout bin

base mount pullout bin

base mount pullout bin

• 400mm  
 (2x15L or 2x20L)

Cleverly conceal waste with our easy to install range 
of door mount, side mount, and base mount bins. 
Featuring removable bins for easy disposal and 
multiple compartments for simple waste sorting.
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kitchen wireware range
Perfect for maximising storage, our range of kitchen wireware 
accessories help make those hard to reach items more accessible! 
The range includes features such as soft close runners, height 
adjustable baskets, and more flexibility during installation to suit 
your cabinets and storage needs. 

cabinet width drawer options door options

600 2 drawer 2 x 300mm doors

900 2 drawer 2 x 450mm doors

In 600mm & 900mm cabinets, you can choose to 
use either drawer or door fronts on pull out baskets. 
Choose from the combinations in the table below.

soft close runners
*available in 400mm, 450mm, 
600mm, 800mm and 900mm

pullout basket*

suits corner base cabinets

corner rotating baskets

includes door mount hardware

300mm pullout baskets 3 tier

drawer front 
fitted to basket

basket fitted behind 
hinge doors
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150mm pullout baskets 2 tier*

450mm pantry pullout baskets

blind corner pullout baskets

includes door mount hardware

height adjustable baskets

baskets slide out to the 
front of cabinet, minimum 
door size 450mm
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premium 
wireware 
range
The new benchmark storage solution, our 
premium wireware range features functional 
flat shelving trays, solid shelf sides and are 
supplied in a stylish dark grey colour.

• 2 layers of wooden trays
• anti slip mat
• universal opening
• minimum door size 450mm

blind corner pullout• 6 layers of wooden trays
• anti slip mat
• soft close
• options to suit 450mm  
 or 600mm pantry

pantry pull out baskets

• 2 layers of wooden trays
• solid shelf
• premium dark grey

corner rotating tray

new
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• 6 layers of wooden trays
• anti slip mat
• soft close
• 450mm 

door pull pantry
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handle-less doors
If you’re chasing the popular  
handle-less look and push to open 
hardware isn’t your thing, we can help 
you create that ultra modern look.

Choose our finger pull option with 
our medium wall cabinets to create a 
seamless, handle-less look which also 
allows the use of soft close hardware. 

finger pull 
doors and panels

Choosing doors can be one of the most exciting steps in building 
your dream kitchen! Start by choosing what’s most important to 
you... is it colour, profile, material, the finish or price? choosing doors

You can go with  
the versatile look  

of a modern profile.

m
o

d
er

n

Our country profile 
provides a sense 

of farmhouse-style 
charm with its grooves 

replicating timber 
joins, available in 

antique white.

co
un

tr
y

Add a touch of the 
shaker style to your 

design with  
our alpine profile thanks  
to the smooth centre and 

raised border.

Looking for that special 
colour? Choose our  
raw board doors,  

create your favorite paint 
colour and paint your 

own doors.
al

p
in

e

ra
w

 b
o

ar
d



poppy seed
doors and panels 
alpine profile
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classic door range 

Perfect for budget shoppers and investors, our 
melamine doors and panels are available in modern 
neutral shades. These doors and panels are double 
sided and produced with quality melamine board.

CR

everyday door range

Want more colour choice on a budget?  
Check out our thermoformed doors, our most 
popular option giving you more profile options. 
These doors use a vinyl coating that is heat 
wrapped around the face of the door to give 
you a seamless finish with no exposed corners. 
Selected panels can be ordered double-sided for 
certain applications. Our most popular colours 
are available to take home off the shelf.

ER

designer door range

Looking for a premium option that still won’t hurt 
your back pocket? Then our designer door range 
is perfect for you! Our premium melamine doors 
are highly durable, with a perfect square edge and 
come in a range of finishes including high gloss and 
an anti-fingerprint matt.

DR

premium door range

For the most high-end option, try our special 
premium thermoformed doors, which gives you 
more choice of profile options. These doors stand 
the ultimate test of time and include a variety of 
features such as high-quality, scratch and scuff 
resistance, as well as superior performance in 
UV conditions. Selected panels can be ordered 
double-sided for certain applications.

PR

aluminium-look kickboard
For an industrial look, try using our 

aluminium-look laminate kickboard, 

available in 2400mm lengths. 

* lead times for ‘quick delivery’ and ‘extended lead time’ 

are indicative only, consult a Bunnings team member for an 

accurate estimation at the time of purchase.

availability*

extended lead time 
(4-6 weeks)  

quick delivery  
(7 days)

take home  
today
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PRnougat truffle
matt

PRmacaroon
silk

CRsea salt
matt

egg white
gloss

ER

ERantique white
matt

DRwild garlic
matt

DRfeta whip v
soft touch matt

DRsour cream
matt

ERoyster mist
matt

DRwhite pepper
matt

DRsalty oak
textured woodgrain
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five spice
matt

CR PRspiced oak
textured woodgrain

DRghost ash
textured woodgrain

PRcardamom
matt

DRhazelnut v
textured woodgrain

DRwattleseed
textured woodgrain

PRolive grove
matt

balsamic splash
matt

CR ERluminess metallic
metallic gloss

DRlicorice twist
textured woodgrain

DRgrey spice
matt

PRmatchamisu
matt
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PRsmoked grey
matt

ERsea foam
matt

PRdanish blue
matt

PRkaleo
matt

raw board
your choice!

PYO PRberry blue
matt

PRpoppy seed
textured matt

PRgrey fig
textured matt

PRblack olive
silk

DRmolasses v
matt
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edamame
premium melamine
profile: modern

mostaza
premium melamine
profile: modern

walnut
premium melamine
profile: modern

tagine
premium melamine
profile: modern

trends door range

Bring the experiences of the world into your  
home with the latest kaboodle trends range.

Inspired by travel stories, a renewed sense of 
adventure, and a yearning for nostalgia, our  
trends range encourages reflection on the cultures 
we embrace, the people we connect with, the 
moments we celebrate, and the indulgences we 
enjoy along the way.

Trends range is available via extended lead time. 
Customisable widths are available in all six colours.

paprika
premium thermoformed
profile: modern, alpine

candy floss
premium thermoformed
profile: modern, alpine
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colour 
profile

finish
availability

modern country alpine take home 
today

quick 
delivery

extended 
lead time

paint your own - material: MDF

raw board • raw •

classic range - material: melamine

sea salt • matt •

five spice • matt • •

balsamic splash • matt •

everyday range - material: thermoformed

egg white • gloss • •

antique white • • • matt •

oyster mist • matt •

luminess metallic • metallic gloss •

sea foam • matt •

designer range - material: premium melamine

sour cream • matt •

feta whip v • soft touch matt •

white pepper • matt •

wild garlic • matt •

salty oak • textured woodgrain •

ghost ash • textured woodgrain •

hazelnut v+ • textured woodgrain •

wattleseed • textured woodgrain •

licorice twist • textured woodgrain •

grey spice • matt •

molasses v+ • soft touch matt •

premium range - material: premium thermoformed

macaroon • • silk •

nougat truffle • matt •

cardamom • • matt •

olive grove • • matt •

matchamisu • • matt •

kaleo • • matt •

spiced oak • textured woodgrain •

smoked grey • • matt •

grey fig • • textured matt •

black olive • • silk •

danish blue • • matt •

poppy seed • • textured matt •

berry blue • • textured matt •

All kaboodle doors and panels have 18mm thicknesses.

Customisable widths are available in all door colours in 
our modern profile via an extended lead time. Speak to 
a Bunnings kitchen expert for an accurate estimation.

doors and panels 
availability guide

+ Matching benchtops available for hazelnut v and molasses v.
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choosing benchtops
From beautiful soft touch laminates through to natural timber and bamboo, our collection of benchtops will add a 
touch of sensory appeal to your home. We invite you to explore the range and get inspired for your kitchen renovation!

biancoccino 
benchtop

9mm radius

9mm Radius

6mm Radius

tight radius timber square edge

ABS square edge bevelled edge

compact radius bullnose

6mm radius

9mm Radius

6mm Radius

tight radius timber square edge

ABS square edge bevelled edge

compact radius bullnose

colour and look design features

Kaboodle offers a range of beautiful laminate and 
solid timber benchtops. Our laminate benchtops are 
a safe and affordable alternative to genuine stone. 
And our sustainably sourced, hard wearing timber 
benchtops provide a sense of warmth to any space.

The easiest way to choose is to simply decide what 
look and colour you like!

• our laminate range features a selection of Europe’s 
most popular colours with new and innovative 
matt, gloss and soft-touch finishes

• laminate benchtops are highly durable and the 
most realistic reproduction of stone and other 
surfaces on the market

• get the look of stone, concrete or timber without 
the expense

• solid timber and bamboo benchtops are supplied 
with a natural, uncoated finish, giving you the 
choice of how you want your benchtop to look

If you’re looking for a particular design feature, we have a 
range of options for you! If you love the stone look, we have a 
wide range of laminate benchtops to choose from. Or, if you 
want an extra wide island checkout our customisable range 
where you can choose what suits your space.

available profiles

square edge 
(ABS/PVC)

tight radius timber square edge

ABS square edge bevelled edge

compact radius bullnose

bevelled 
edge 
(bamboo)

tight radius timber square edge

ABS square edge bevelled edge

compact radius bullnose

square edge 
(timber)

tight radius timber square edge

ABS square edge bevelled edge

compact radius bullnose
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benchtop ranges

customisable benchtops

modular benchtops

We recommend you choose your benchtop based on 
your colour preference and with options across our 
modular and customisable ranges you’re sure to find a 
style and range that suits you.

• gives you choice, flexibility and convenience

• always customised to your required size

• choice of profiles (6mm, 9mm or square edge)

• latest selection of on-trend colours

• 36mm thick benchtops are available in widths from 
300mm - 1480mm (colour pending) and available in 
longer lengths up to 3600mm; refer to sizing matrix 
on page 65

• available in reduced widths (below standard 600mm)

• option to create waterfall ends

• available via extended lead time

• a quick economical option

• available off-the-shelf (usually take home today or 
delivered to your local store within 7 days)

• save costs by cutting a benchtop to size yourself

• or, choose our cutting service and get your modular 
benchtop cut to your required size

• laminate and solid timber options

• available in 600mm or 900mm widths

• available in lengths of 2400mm

CUS

MOD

off the shelf 
or customised 

to your size

molasses 
benchtop

hevea 
benchtop
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CUS

customisable 
benchtop

clear hardwax oil

Our clear hardwax oil 
is the perfect choice 
for sealing your kitchen 
benchtop. It gives your 
timber and bamboo 
benchtops a more 
natural finish, while also 
providing a protective 
layer on the surface. 

range

availability

extended 
lead time

quick delivery  
(usually 7 days)

take home  
today

MOD

modular 
benchtop

MODcarbonella
matt

CUSmolasses
soft touch

CUSchia cloud
soft touch

CUSsnow foam
soft touch

CUSgelatini
matt

CUScotton candy
soft touch

solid colours
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hevea
uncoated

MODbamboo
uncoated

MOD smoked oak
matt

MOD

frosted oak
textured matt

CUS

bambucha
textured matt

CUS

hickory maple
matt

MOD hazelnut
premium woodgrain

CUS

note: Grains and patterns 
on bamboo, timber, 
timber look and stone look 
laminate benchtops may 
not always line up at joins. 
Take this into consideration 
when choosing your 
benchtop and designing 
your benchtop plan.

yamaroo
matt

CUS enoki
gloss

CUS silverbeet
matt

CUS taranade
matt

CUS

concrete look

natural bamboo timber looksolid timber
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biancoccino
soft touch

calcutta gloss
gloss

pepper leaf
matt

MOD

black granite 
gloss

MOD

CUS CUS

marbellino
gloss

CUS

marbled shake
matt

CUS

sushi slice
matt

CUS

oyster swirl
gloss

CUS

CUSmayonella
gloss

stone look

santolina
gloss

MOD
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burnt brittle
matt

MOD

iced crème 
matt

CUS

black pudding
textured matt

CUS soyanut
gloss

CUS

vanilla cream
gloss

MODcrackle crush gloss
gloss

CUS

squid ink
matt

MOD

almond brittle
matt

MOD
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colour collection finish profile thickness dimensions (L x W mm) cutting 
service

solid 
colour

stone  
look

timber 
look

solid  
timber

natural 
bamboo matt gloss uncoated square 

edge
bevelled 

edge 35mm 36mm 38mm

item no.  
product code

2400 x 600

item no.  
product code

2400 x 900

carbonella • • • • 194520 
W-52970

194521 
W-52971 •

almond brittle • • • • 8904657 
W-52070

8904660 
W-52071 •

pepper leaf • • • • 194536 
W-59504

194537 
W-59505 •

vanilla cream • • • • 194541 
W-59510

194542 
W-59511 •

santolina • • • • 194522 
W-52972

194523 
W-52973 •

burnt brittle • • • • 194526 
W-52974

194527 
W-52975 •

squid ink •  •2 • • 2669813 
W-52052

2669814 
W-52053 •

black granite • • • • 194532 
W-59501

194534 
W-59502 •

hickory maple •  •2 • • 2669811 
W-52050

2669812 
W-52051 •

smoked oak • • • • 194528 
W-52976

194530 
W-52977 •

hevea • • • • 82263 
W-52046

82264 
W-52047 •

bamboo • • • • 2662191 
W-52000

2662192 
W-52001

2 = double laminate (top & bottom)

modular benchtop range
• perfect if you’re after a benchtop in a hurry and are happy to cut it yourself

• available in set sizes either straight off the shelf or via quick delivery  
(usually delivered to store within 7 days)

• includes laminate and real timber options
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colour collection finish profile thickness dimensions (L x W mm) cutting 
service

solid 
colour

stone  
look

timber 
look

solid  
timber

natural 
bamboo matt gloss uncoated square 

edge
bevelled 

edge 35mm 36mm 38mm

item no.  
product code

2400 x 600

item no.  
product code

2400 x 900

carbonella • • • • 194520 
W-52970

194521 
W-52971 •

almond brittle • • • • 8904657 
W-52070

8904660 
W-52071 •

pepper leaf • • • • 194536 
W-59504

194537 
W-59505 •

vanilla cream • • • • 194541 
W-59510

194542 
W-59511 •

santolina • • • • 194522 
W-52972

194523 
W-52973 •

burnt brittle • • • • 194526 
W-52974

194527 
W-52975 •

squid ink •  •2 • • 2669813 
W-52052

2669814 
W-52053 •

black granite • • • • 194532 
W-59501

194534 
W-59502 •

hickory maple •  •2 • • 2669811 
W-52050

2669812 
W-52051 •

smoked oak • • • • 194528 
W-52976

194530 
W-52977 •

hevea • • • • 82263 
W-52046

82264 
W-52047 •

bamboo • • • • 2662191 
W-52000

2662192 
W-52001

modular cutting service

• need an expert? Choose our cutting service and get your 
modular benchtop cut to your required size

• visit the Special Orders desk at your local Bunnings Warehouse 
where a Bunnings Team Member will process your order

• allow an extended lead time for delivery, speak to a team 
member for an accurate delivery estimation
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colour collection finish thickness 6mm radius profile 9mm radius profile square edge profile

solid 
colour

stone 
look

concrete 
look

timber 
look gloss matt soft touch textured 

matt
premium 

woodgrain 19mm 30mm 36mm

width width width

300-1160mm 300-1160mm 300-1250mm 300-1350mm 300-1210mm 300-1290mm 300-1380mm 300-1480mm

gelatini • • • • •
marbled shake • • • • •
silverbeet • • • • • •
yamaroo • • • • • •
taranade • • • • • •
sushi slice • • • • • •
frosted oak • • • • • •
crackle crush gloss • • • • •
mayonella • • • • •
calcutta gloss • • • • •
marbellino • • • • •
soyanut • • • • •
enoki • • • • •
bambucha • • • • •
oyster swirl • • • • •
black pudding • • • •
iced crème • • • • •
hazelnut+ • • • •
biancoccino • • • • •
cotton candy • • • • •
snow foam • • • • •
chia cloud • • • • •
molasses+ • • • • •

+ Matching doors and panels available for hazelnut and molasses.

customisable benchtop range
• get more choice, flexibility and convenience with our customisable benchtops

• laminate benchtops include the latest colour trends from Europe in high quality, durable 
laminate reproductions that are so good they are almost indistinguishable from the real thing

• allow an extended lead time for delivery, speak to a Bunnings team member for an accurate 
delivery estimation
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colour collection finish thickness 6mm radius profile 9mm radius profile square edge profile

solid 
colour

stone 
look

concrete 
look

timber 
look gloss matt soft touch textured 

matt
premium 

woodgrain 19mm 30mm 36mm

width width width

300-1160mm 300-1160mm 300-1250mm 300-1350mm 300-1210mm 300-1290mm 300-1380mm 300-1480mm

gelatini • • • • •
marbled shake • • • • •
silverbeet • • • • • •
yamaroo • • • • • •
taranade • • • • • •
sushi slice • • • • • •
frosted oak • • • • • •
crackle crush gloss • • • • •
mayonella • • • • •
calcutta gloss • • • • •
marbellino • • • • •
soyanut • • • • •
enoki • • • • •
bambucha • • • • •
oyster swirl • • • • •
black pudding • • • •
iced crème • • • • •
hazelnut+ • • • •
biancoccino • • • • •
cotton candy • • • • •
snow foam • • • • •
chia cloud • • • • •
molasses+ • • • • •

6mm radius, 9mm radius and square edge benchtop profiles are available in either a single roll/edge or double roll/edge.

all  
customisable 

products
are cut and 
finished in  

New Zealand
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Book a kitchen design consultation with a Bunnings expert 
(available in-store or at home in selected areas) to finalise 
your design and get your new kaboodle products. Or, 
speak to a team member at the Special Orders Desk to 
review your 3D planner designs, ensuring you have all 
bases covered.

Selected products are available to take home off-the-shelf 
or for quick delivery to store (usually within 7 days). All 
other products are available via an extended lead time, 
speak to your Bunnings kitchen expert for an accurate 
delivery estimation.

getting your products

It’s important to purchase your kaboodle kitchen in the 
right order. Start with base, wall and pantry cabinets, 
then fill your cabinets with hardware and accessories. 
Finally, dress them with your doors, benchtops and 
accessories.

start by selecting your cabinets

You can take your stocked items home with you straight 
off the shelf, or speak to a Bunnings team member who 
can arrange delivery for a nominal fee. They can provide 
up to date estimated delivery dates to help you plan  
your installation.

If you don’t have access to a ute or truck, Bunnings has a 
free two hour courtesy trailer hire service and a range of 
vehicle hire or delivery options to choose from.

getting it home
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We’re here to help! Follow our assembly 
instructions, check out our how to videos and 
revisit our kitchen renovation guide to stay on 
track. If you get stuck, reach out to our friendly 
customer service team.

Taking some extra care in the demo stage will 
minimise damage to your home and save you 
valuable time and money in the long run.

Instead of simply demolishing your old 
kitchen, uninstall your old cabinets, doors and 
benchtops so they find another home and 
stay out of landfill. Visit the kaboodle blog to 
explore ways to donate or recycle your old 
kitchen products!

Before installing, ensure all walls are straight, 
patch any damaged plaster and paint your 
walls and ceiling. Preparation is key!

demo and preparation

doing it yourself?

Ask about installation services at the special 
orders desk at Bunnings Warehouse. 

Remember: Always hire a qualified 
tradesperson for all electrical, gas and water 
works during removal and installation.

need an installer?
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sit back and relax
Now that your renovation is complete, celebrate 
your achievement by inviting family and friends 
over to enjoy your brand new space.

Our design blog has plenty of style tips to keep your 
kitchen feeling fresh and vibrant long after it has been 
installed. Add character by displaying hand-picked 
items such as cook books, candles and plants for some 
personalised charm.

keep up with design trends

Our products can be used to create a seamless flow 
throughout the home. Add a sense of designer flair 
and use kaboodle to create a cohesive look and feel in 
other rooms of the house.

get the cohesive look

Be sure to follow kaboodle kitchen on 
Instagram, Facebook, Pinterest, YouTube and 
TikTok for more styling tips, trends and new 
products. While you’re there, remember to show 
off your brand new space using the hashtag 
#kaboodlekitchen!

stay in touch

for more inspiration, visit 
kaboodle.co.nz or follow us on
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DIY NZ Pty Ltd provides the following 
limited warranties to the original purchaser 
of kaboodle kitchen products.

Visit kaboodle.co.nz for full warranty terms.

If you install your kaboodle product in a house which you 
own and is your principal place of residence, DIY NZ Pty 
Ltd will extend your warranty for as long as your kaboodle 
product is installed in that house and you continue to 
own and maintain that house as your principal place of 
residence. That’s the Kaboodle Lifetime Advantage!

• the Kaboodle Lifetime Advantage applies only to cabinet 
carcasses that suffer a failure in its structural integrity  
due to a defect in the materials or manufacturing process.

• to make a claim under the Kaboodle Lifetime Advantage 
warranty, you will also need to provide proof that the 
house in which the kaboodle product is installed is your 
principle place of residence.

kaboodle lifetime advantage

The benefits provided to you under this warranty are 
in addition to any other rights or remedies you may 
have as a consumer under any other law which applies 
to our products.

Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be 
excluded under the New Zealand consumer law. 
You may be entitled to have any failures remedied, 
goods replaced or refund of the purchase price. 
You may also be entitled to compensation for any 
reduction in the value of the goods or damages 
which were reasonably foreseeable arising from the 
failure of a product.

other rights

DIY NZ Pty Ltd warrants that it will, at its option, repair 
or replace any cabinet frames, hinge and drawer runners, 
handles, doors and panels or laminate benchtops 
that suffer a failure due to a defect in the materials or 
manufacturing process within ten (10) years from the 
date of purchase.

10 year warranty

DIY NZ Pty Ltd warrants that it will, at its option, repair 
or replace any wire baskets and inserts, hanging kitchen 
storage, waste bins or timber benchtops that suffer a 
failure due to a defect in the materials or manufacturing 
process within five (5) years from the date of purchase.

5 year warranty

kaboodle 
product 
warranty

kaboodle
lifetime

advantage
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kaboodle it!

dreaming of a
new kitchen?

for more inspiration, visit 
kaboodle.co.nz or follow us on
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